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What aspects of facial information do we use to recognize individuals? One way to address this fundamental question is to study image transformations that compromise facial recognizability. The goal would be to identify factors that underlie the recognition decrement and, by extension, are likely constituents of facial encoding. To this end, we focus here on the contrast negation transformation. Contrast negated faces are remarkably difficult to recognize for reasons that are currently unclear. The dominant proposals so far are based either on negative faces’ seemingly unusual pigmentation, or incorrectly computed 3D shape. Both of these explanations have been challenged by recent results. Here, we propose an alternative account based on 2D ordinal relationships, which encode local contrast polarity between a few regions of the face. Using a novel set of facial stimuli that incorporate both positive and negative contrast, we demonstrate that ordinal relationships around the eyes are major determinants of facial recognizability. Our behavioral studies suggest that destruction of these relationships in negatives likely underlies the observed recognition impairments, and our neuro-imaging data show that these relationships strongly modulate brain responses to facial images. Besides offering a potential explanation for why negative faces are hard to recognize, these results have implications for the representational vocabulary the visual system uses to encode faces.
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In principle, a contrast negated image is exactly as informative as its positive counterpart; negation perfectly preserves an image’s 2D geometric and spectral structure. However, as anyone who has had to search through a roll of negatives for a snapshot of a particular person knows, this simple operation has dramatically adverse consequences on our ability to identify faces, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (1–6). Exploring the causes of this phenomenon is important for understanding the broader issue of the nature of information the visual system uses for face identification.

Several researchers have hypothesized that negated face-images are hard to recognize because of the unnatural shading cues in negatives, which compromise shape from shading processes (7–11). The resulting problems in recovering veridical 3D facial shape are believed to impair recognition performance. Although plausible, it is unclear whether this explanation is a sufficient one, especially in light of experimental results showing preserved recognition performance in the absence of shading gradients (12), and theories of face recognition that are based on the use of 2D intensity patterns rather than recovered 3D shapes (13, 14). Another prominent hypothesis is that negation causes faces to have unusual pigmentation (15, 16). However, the adequacy of this “pigmentation hypothesis” has been challenged by data showing that hue negation, which also results in unnatural pigmentation (making the entire face look bluish-green), has little effect on recognition performance (11). It is also unclear whether observers can usefully extract pigmentation information across different illumination conditions (17, 18). We propose an alternative account of negation-induced impairment. Of the infinitely many aspects of facial photometry, our results suggest that the destruction of a small set of stable 2D contrast polarity relationships might underlie negation-induced decrements in face-recognition performance.

In our past work on face representation under variable illumination conditions (19, 20), we have found that polarity of contrast around the eyes is a remarkably stable feature, with the eyes usually being darker than the forehead and the cheeks, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The absolute magnitude of contrast across different regions of a face changes greatly under different imaging/lighting conditions, but the local polarity relationships between the eye regions and their neighborhood are maintained in all but the most unnatural lighting setups (such as lighting a face from below). Dark or oily facial complexion also does not typically disrupt these relationships. Watt (21) and Chen et al. (22) too have remarked on the stability of these polarity relationships. The use of ordinal brightness relationships confers significant tolerance for photometric variations in images and may help explain perceptual and neural invariance to illumination changes (23, 24) and their effectiveness for classifying faces when used in machine vision systems (19, 25).

To the extent that the visual system learns object concepts by encoding regularities in the observed data (26–28), it seems likely that stable contrast polarity relationships would come to be incorporated into the facial representation used by the brain. Mismatches between this internal representation and input data will then be expected to lead to decrements in recognition.

Contrast negation of face images leads to the destruction of otherwise highly consistent polarity relations. We hypothesized that this may be a factor leading to the poor recognizability of negated faces. To test this hypothesis, we created a set of “contrast chimeras.” These are faces that are photo-negatives everywhere except in the eye region (thus preserving local contrast polarity in that neighborhood). Such faces still have unnatural pigmentation and shading cues over much of their extents and present largely the same problems to shape-from-shading processes as the full negatives do. Explanations based on disruptions due to unnatural pigmentation or incorrect shape-from-shading cues would not, therefore, predict significant improvements in performance with such chimeric faces beyond the improvements derived from the intrinsic recognizability of the eyes. However, if performance in negatives is compromised, at least in part, because of the destruction of local polarity relations between the eyes and their neighborhood, performance with contrast chimeras is expected to be significantly better than that with contrast negatives.

Results

Fig. 3A shows a few contrast chimeras of the kind used in our experiments. It is interesting to note the large perceptual difference brought about by reinversion of the eyes. We used 24 monochrome celebrity face images spatially normalized to have the same inter-
pupillary distance. For each original positive image (P), we created three additional variants: a full-negative (N), positive eyes on a head-silhouette (E), and a contrast chimera (C). These variants are shown in Fig. 3B. The “eyes on head silhouette” condition was included in our set to allow us to determine whether any observed performance gains in the chimeric condition are due merely to the intrinsic recognizability of the positive eyes on their own.

We conducted 2 experiments. The first used a between-subjects design whereas the second adopted a within-subjects approach for a finer-grain analysis of data. Fifteen subjects participated in the first experiment. They were assigned randomly to 3 equal-sized groups. Subjects in a given group were shown all faces in one of the 3 experimental conditions (full-negative, eyes on head-silhouette or contrast chimera). They were asked to name the individuals shown and were subsequently shown all faces in the full-positive condition to determine which celebrities they were familiar with. Performance for each subject was recorded as the proportion of familiar faces recognized in the experimental condition they had been assigned to. The results are shown in Fig. 3B. The mean level of recognition performance we found in the full-negative condition (54.35%) is consistent with results from previous studies that have included in our set to allow us to determine whether any observed performance gains in the chimeric condition are due merely to the intrinsic recognizability of the positive eyes on their own.

The results are shown in Fig. 3C. As in experiment 1, we found that contrast chimeras were recognized at a significantly higher rate than the full negatives ($P < 0.01$, 1 tailed $t$ test). More importantly, the results showed that the increase in performance could not be explained simply by appealing to the recognizability of the eyes by themselves ($P < 0.01$).

It is important to note that, whereas performance with contrast chimeras is high, it is slightly below that with the full-positives. There could be a few explanations for this. First, we have considered only one set of polarity relationships—those between the eyes and their neighborhood. More such polarity relationships are likely to exist in other regions of the face. The inclusion of these other relationships in the chimeras can conceivably equalize performance between the chimeras and the original positive images. Second, our explanations based on 2D ordinal relationships, and the pigmentation or shape-from-shading based accounts, are not mutually exclusive. It is possible that unusual pigmentation or unnatural shading cues, may lead to a smaller decrement in performance, enough to account for the differences between the positive and the chimeric conditions.

Besides the aforementioned behavioral experiments, another approach for examining the significance of ordinal relationships is to determine whether the inclusion or violation of these relations modulates neural responses to face images. To this end, we recorded brain responses to negative, positive, chimeric and eye
images, using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Eight subjects were shown 25 instances each of these 4 classes of face images in M-sequences (29) and their brain activations recorded using a rapid event related design. For any one subject, a particular face appeared in only 1 of the 4 conditions. The condition in which a particular face was shown was counterbalanced across different participants. Subjects were asked to continuously monitor a small fixation cross (0.7° in extent) so as to avoid confounds from potentially differing patterns of scan-paths across the different stimulus conditions. They were not required to make any judgments regarding the faces shown.

Previous studies have implicated regions in the fusiform gyri [fusiform face areas (FFAs)], especially in the right cerebral hemisphere, in face perception (30). We identified the right FFA via separate localizer runs for each subject and then examined activations in this region corresponding to the 4 stimulus conditions. Fig. 4 shows the results.

Consistent with past reports (2), fully positive faces led to significantly increased brain activity in the right fusiform face area relative to fully negative faces ($F_{1, 40} = 4.8, P < 0.05$). Interestingly, responses evoked by contrast chimeras are as high as, and statistically indistinguishable from, those corresponding to fully positive faces ($F_{1, 40} = 0.11, P = 0.74$). By contrast, eyes embedded in the head-silhouette lead to minimal activation in the fusiform face areas, much less than positives and chimeras (P vs. E: $F_{1, 40} = 13.76, P = 0.001$; C vs. E: $F_{1, 40} = 7.18, P = 0.01$), and similar to full negatives ($F_{1, 40} = 0.89, P = 0.35$). These results suggest that the regular polarity of contrast around the eyes is important for eliciting significant neural activation to faces. A similar trend is observed in the left fusiform face area, although the level of statistical signifi-
cance is weaker because not all subjects exhibited a distinct left FFA. The eye neighborhood appears to embody a very stable set of relations across many different faces and variability and diagnosticity. The eye neighborhood could be based in the statistics of facial-feature relationships. The special significance of the eye neighborhood should be easier to recognize than positives, because the ordinal relationship hypothesis makes is that for bottom-lit faces, negatives are harder to recognize. They suggest that the difficulty in recognizing negative facial images may be driven in large part by the destruction of 2D contrast polarity relations between a few key regions of the face. The special significance of the eye neighborhood is borne out by data from an additional experiment we conducted. The reason why ordinal relationships around the eyes might be especially significant could be based in the statistics of facial-feature variability and diagnosticity. The eye neighborhood appears to embody a very stable set of relations across many different faces and illumination conditions. This is borne out in analyses that Viola and Jones (25) undertook toward designing a computational face-detection system. They considered many thousands of relationships across various image regions and evaluated each in terms of its ability to indicate whether the underlying image was a face or not. The top two features from this analysis are shown in Fig. 5. It is interesting to note that they both comprise contrast relationships in the eye neighborhood.

This importance of ordinal contrast relationships around the eyes may also explain a few other well-known observations regarding face recognition. A primary one is the difficulty people experience in recognizing faces that are lit from below (making the eye region brighter than the local neighborhood, thereby upsetting the polarity relationships) (10). An interesting prediction that the ordinal-relationship hypothesis makes is that for bottom-lit faces, negatives should be easier to recognize than positives, because the ordinal relationships are restored by this manipulation. This counterintuitive prediction is indeed supported by empirical data. Liu and colleagues (31) found precisely such an effect in their studies of lighting direction and negation. (As an aside, it is worth noting that negatives but were recognized in the original positives (referred to as set A in the following). This normalizes data so that performance with the negatives is 0% and with the positives, 100%. Performance with contrast chimeras is much improved relative to the full negative condition. This cannot be explained simply in terms of the intrinsic recognizability of the eyes. Although >70% of the faces in set A were recognized in the chimeric condition, <27% of set A faces were recognized based on the positive eyes embedded in head silhouettes. Error bars in B and C represent ±1 standard deviation. (Images in A from the White House web site, www.whitehouse.gov.)

**Discussion**

The imaging results demonstrate marked neural response facilitation by the reinversion of eyes in the chimeric condition. They serve to complement the behavioral findings of significant restoration of recognizability for such facial images. Taken together, these results cast new light on the long-standing question of why photographic negatives are hard to recognize. They suggest that the difficulty in analyzing negative facial images may be driven in large part by the destruction of 2D contrast polarity relations between a few key regions of the face. The special significance of the eye neighborhood is borne out by data from an additional experiment we conducted. The stimuli used in this experiment were contrast chimeras that had the mouth region (instead of the eye region) reinverted. We found that these chimeras did not have a statistically significant facilitatory effect on recognition performance. Nine subjects, different from the ones in the eye-chimera study, participated in this study. Relative to performance with full-positive images, performance with full negatives was 66.7% whereas that with mouth-positive chimeras was 71.0%. For a 2-tailed t test, the computed P value was 0.54. This result indicates that the increase in recognition performance depends on the specific region of the face that is reinverted, with the eyes being particularly important. Future studies might examine more exhaustively the relative perceptual significance of additional chimeric variants.

The reason why ordinal relationships around the eyes might be especially significant could be based in the statistics of facial-feature variability and diagnosticity. The eye neighborhood appears to embody a very stable set of relations across many different faces and
163–165), further suggesting the role of ordinal contrast relationships in the representation of faces.

How can these findings regarding the perceptual significance of photometric relationships be reconciled with our ability to recognize line-drawings of faces? Intuitively, line-drawings appear to contain primarily contour information and very little photometric information over which to define the luminance relations. However, experimental data suggest otherwise. Studies (34, 35) have found that line-drawings that contain exclusively contour information are very difficult to recognize (specifically, they found that subjects could recognize only 47% of the line-drawings compared with 90% of the original photographs). How can we resolve such findings with the observed recognizability of line-drawings in everyday experience? Bruce and colleagues (7, 36) have convincingly argued that such depictions do in fact contain significant photometric cues, i.e., the density and weight of the lines change the relative intensity of different facial regions. In essence, the contours included in such depictions by artists correspond not merely to a low-level edge-map, but in fact embody a face’s photometric structure. It is the skillful inclusion of these photometric cues that is believed to make human generated line-drawings more recognizable than computer generated ones (37). If the recognizability of line-drawings is governed in part by the photometric cues they contain, then it stands to reason that they would be susceptible to contrast negation, just as continuous-tone images are. This prediction is indeed supported by experimental data (38).

These results point to several interesting questions for future research. We mention three, and offer tentative answers for two. First, is the ordinal encoding strategy a physiologically plausible one? In other words, how can ordinal measurements be extracted by the human visual system? A potential answer might be found in the contrast response profiles of neurons in the primary visual cortex. As Fig. 6 shows, many neurons in mammalian V1 exhibit rapidly saturating responses as a function of contrast. These profiles are approximations of step-functions that would characterize an ordinal comparator. Thus, neurons in the early stages of the mammalian visual pathway provide a plausible substrate for extracting ordinal image relationships.

A second important question for future research concerns the specificity of these results to the domain of faces. Negation effects are known to be more pronounced for faces than for other classes of objects (1). Does this mean that ordinal contrast relationships are involved only in encoding faces? Not necessarily. Faces constitute a particularly homogenous class, with a very consistent set of photometric relationships within them. A more heterogeneous collection of objects, even though comprising a single category such as “houses” or “cars,” might not preserve such consistency. The windows of a car can, for instance, be brighter or darker than the rest of the body. Given this variability, an ordinal code would not privilege one direction over the other. Rather, it will simply include both directions as equally valid, effectively indicating that a difference relationship ought to be present in a given image location, without mandating what the sign of the relationship must be. Such a code will not be affected by negation. Even though this seems to be too permissive an encoding strategy, it has been demonstrated to be quite effective for machine vision systems designed to recognize real-world objects (40).

A third question pertains to the relevance of these results to the study of neurological disorders such as autism, which are believed to be associated with face processing abnormalities. Specifically, individuals with autism are known to avoid eye-contact and tend to focus more on the mouth region (41, 42). If this tendency changes...
the relative saliences of image regions and relationships to be weighted more toward the mouth, we would expect that mouth-chimeras would be more facilitatory for recognition performance of autistic observers rather than eye-chimeras, in contrast to the pattern of results we have described above with neuro-typical observers. Such a study would provide clues about the nature of facial representation in autism.

To summarize, our findings provide a potential answer to the long-standing question of why faces are hard to recognize in negative contrast images. More generally, they suggest that contrast polarity relations between face regions in the vicinity of the eyes might be embodied in the visual system’s facial representations and serve as strong determinants of recognition performance.

Materials and Methods

Stimuli. Chimeric face images were generated by digitally compositing positive eye-regions on negative faces. The eye-region was approximately spectacle (163). To measure BOLD contrast, 33 slices parallel to the AC/PC line were performed on a 3.0-Tesla Siemens scanner, using a standard head coil at the fMRI Experiment.

fMRI Experiment. Eight adult volunteers were included in the fMRI experiment. Scanning was performed on a 3.0-Tesla Siemens scanner, using a standard head coil at the Martinos Imaging Center at MIT. A high-resolution T2-weighted 3D-MPRAGE anatomical scan was acquired for each participant (FOV 256 × 256, 1 mm3 resolution). To measure BOLD contrast, 33 slices parallel to the AC/PC line were acquired using standard T2*-weighted gradient-echo echoplanar imaging (TR 2000 ms, TE 30 ms, flip angle 90°, slice thickness 5 mm, in-plane resolution 3 × 3 mm). Six experimental scan runs and 3 ROI localization runs were performed with each participant. Stimuli were rear-projected onto a screen in the scanner bore. Experimental stimuli consisted of 100 face images in negative, positive, chimeric and eyes-only conditions. In each experimental run, these 100 faces mixed with 24 fixation-only trials were presented in a different M-sequence (29). Each trial was 2 s long. Each face image was presented for 300 ms followed by 1700 ms ISI. In addition, each run began and ended with 12 s of fixation-rest. For each participant, a particular face was presented in only 1 of the 4 conditions with 25 faces in each of the conditions. The condition in which a particular face was shown was counterbalanced across different participants. In summary, each participant saw the same 6 sequences of the same 100 faces but the faces were shown in different counterbalanced conditions. During the experiments, a green dot was randomly presented onto a random location of the screen. The fixation cross was also presented randomly in red or green. Participants were instructed to monitor these changes and when the fixation was green report whether the previous display had a green dot.

fMRI Analysis. All fMRI data underwent 3-D motion correction, slice time correction and analysis, using SPM2 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm2) and custom-routines in Matlab. Slow drifts in signal intensity were removed by linear detrending, but no other temporal smoothing was applied. fMRI data of each participant were normalized into SPM-MNI space and were spatially smoothed (FWHM = 6 mm). ROI localization was accomplished by 3 separate block-designed runs of full color faces vs. objects. These faces were different from the face images used in the experimental runs. ROI was defined as the set of contiguous voxels in fusiform gyri that showed significantly stronger activation (P < 10–4, uncorrected) to faces than to objects (fusiform face area (FFA) (30)). Right FFA was reliably located in all 8 participants, whereas left FFA was found in 6 of the 8 participants. Event-related average of fMRI activity in these ROIs was sorted according to the 6 experimental conditions. Percentage MR signal change was calculated by using activation at t = ± 0.5 s of each trial as the baseline. Peak amplitude of 4 to 6 seconds after stimulus onset was used to perform statistics.
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